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Tlie impehisfor the development of magnetic pulse modulators for radar

gear stemsfrom the extreme reliability possible for magnetic devices. Descrip-

tions of magnetic modulators developed for this purpose are given. Mathe-

matical treatments of both the ac and dc charged series type magnetic modu-

lators add ta the understanding of core resetting in the ac case and reveal new

areas of operation in the dc case, such as a possibility of voltage amplifica-

tion and automatic core resetting. Means are described for obtaining very

short pidsesand for absorbing unwanted stored energy in parasitics following

the output pulse. These means may also be applied to other pulse modulators.

Also, a way is suggested for operating the cathode of the thyratron at ground

potential in a dc charged magnetic pulse modulator.

INTRODUCTION

Increasing emphasis on the reliability of the components used in elec-

tronic equipment is leading component and system designers to greater

use of magnetic devices to take advantage of their almost unlimited life.

These devices have been used to replace hmited life items, such as hydro-

gen thyratrons, electron tubes, etc., or to relegate such items to a part

of the circuit where long life can be obtained by operation well below

rating. Examples of the application of magnetic devices to improve the

reliability of radar system modulators are the ac and dc magnetic pulse

modulators to be described herein.

These radar modulators provide short-diu-ation high-voltage high-

current negative pulses to a magnetron which generates microwaves for

the system. An essential function of the modulator, accordingly, is one of

intermittently switching a high-voltage high-current source across a load.

In a typical system, the duration of the switching action might be one

microsecond or less, and a thousand such switches a second would be

required. A typical voltage might be 30,000 volts and the peak current
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quency or a sub-multiple of it. If the supply is dc and Si is omitted, the

repetition rate is equal to twice the frequency at which the charging

inductor, L, and the capacitance of the pulse network resonate. If the

switch is present, repetition rates which are less than this may be used.

During the charging period of the network, ^2 is open and the network

acts simply as a capacitor, C. When the network is fully charged and the

charging current has fallen to zero, S2 is closed. The network discharges

through the pulse transformer into the magnetron load. Switch, & , is

then opened and the cycle is repeated.

The switch, S2 , must carry a large peak current during the discharge

of the network. This switch may be a spark-gap, a thyratron or a thy-

ractor. In order that a thyractor may be used, its core must be unsatu-

rated during the charging of the network and must saturate at the in-

stant the network is due to discharge. Also, after the thyractor func-

tions as a switch, its core must be reset to be ready for the next pulse.

This circuit, with a thyractor, would be a practical one except for the

fact that the network must discharge through the saturated reactance of

the thyractor. Since this reactance becomes part of the network during

discharge, it hmits the shortness of the pulse obtainable. As a practical

matter, this reactance cannot be made arbitrarily small since the cross-

sectional area of the core, the flux density and the number of turns of

wire on the winding must satisfy the relation

NAB = / e dt

during the charging period without prematurely saturating the core.

To avoid this difficulty, a step-by-step method of charging the net-

work is used. The saturation flux linkages of the thyractors may be made

smaller with each step providing a large enough ratio of saturated to un-
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Fig. 3 — Basic series type magnetic pulse modulator.
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saturated inductance is provided in the thyractor. Fortunately, the

permalloys are ideal for this use and three or four thyractors are all that

are needed to cut the charging time of the network from the order of

thousands of microseconds to the order of a microsecond. Referring to

Fig. 3, the inductor, L, has the same function as it had in Fig. 2, and,

neglecting losses, the capacitors, Ci , C^ and Ca each may have a value

equal to the capacitance of the network. The thyractors X\ , X2 , Xz and

Xi have descending values of saturation flux linkages. With this circuit,

when the first capacitor is charged to its peak voltage, Xi saturates and

connects C2 across Ci through the saturated inductance of Xi . It will be

shown later that all the energy stored on Ci will be transferred to d in a

time equal to one-half cycle of the resonant frequency of the saturated

inductance of Xi and the capacitance of Ci and C2 in series. Once Ci is

charged, X2 saturates and the charge on C2 is transferred to C3 in a shorter

time than the previous transfer since the saturated inductance of X2 is

less than that of Xi . This process continues until the network is charged.

The time of charge of the network is so fast that thyractor, Xi ,
needs

only a few turns and its saturated inductance usually ends up being about

that of a section of the network.

It is seen from the above that the thyractors are designed to have

descending values of saturated inductance as the energy is stepped from

OTie capacitor to the next, until a value is reached in the last thyractor,

Xi , that is small enough to be incorporated into the pulse network.

Under this circumstance, the switching action of the last thyractor may

be considered as ideal. Referring again to Fig. 3, it is the section of the

circuit labeled "Transfer Chain" that provides this desired decrease in

charging time of the network or, in other words, pulse shortening action.

This action and the w^ay the thyractor cores are reset after each pulse

will be given detailed attention in the Parts that follow.

Paht II — AC-Charged, Series-Type, Magnetic Pulse Modulator

The circuit diagram of a typical ac charged modulator is shown in

Fig. 4. Power transformer, TRl, transforms the voltage available from

the source to the value best suited to the transfer chain. The linear re-

actor Li may be on either the primaiy or the secondary side of the power

transformer but placing it on the primary side generally results in a more

economical design. The dc bias showm on the first thyractor is necessary

if pidses of one polarity are to be obtained. Bias current would ordinarily

lie obtained from the ac source by means of a dry-disk rectifier. The Yinear

inductance in the bias circuit decouples the bias supply from the first
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thyractor and will be assumed large enough to keep the bias current

constant.

For purposes of analysis, the modulator will be divided into an input

section, a transfer chain and an output section. The input section, up to

and including the first thyractor, will be analyzed first. It will be shown

how this portion of the circuit produces one negative current pulse

through thyractor Xi for each cycle of the ac source. The action of a

section of the transfer chain in converting this current pulse into a

shorter current pulse will then be explained. A more detailed explanation

of the transfer chain is included in Part III. With this as background, the

special requirements imposed on the thyractor core material will be dis-

cussed. The output section will then be analyzed in detail and a method

given for producing shorter pulses than are possible with the circuit of

Fig. 4. Finally, the core resetting action, which automatically takes

place between main pulses, will be analyzed.

In the actual design of a modulator, the effect of dissipation must be

considered. This may be done by an approximate method, as given in

Part III, or exact numerical computations may be made. However, in

order to make the main action of the modulator more apparent, dissipa-

tion will be neglected in this Part.

Thyractors will bo assumed to have zero reluctance cores when un-

saturated. The core will be assumed to saturate suddenly when the core

flux reaches its saturation value $g , after which the thyractor will have

a constant saturated inductance L. In order to satisfy these assumptions,

the idealized hysteresis loop must have the form shown in Fig. 5.

INPUT SECTION

If the power source and the charging inductance are referred to the

secondary of the power transformer, the circuit of the first section will

-TCiF^-,

MAGNETRON

Fig. 4 — Circuit diagram of a typical ac charged series-type modulator.
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be that shown in Fig. 6. The apparent source, Vi , will be assumed to

have no internal impedance and to provide a sinusoidal voltage

)', = Vi sin wti (4)

where w/2ir is the pulse repetition rate required at the magnetron. A set

of initial conditions will be assumed for time (, = and will be justified

by showing that the circuit returns to these conditions at the end of one

cycle. These conditions are i,(0) = 7\(0) = h , ViCO) = ^2(0) = and

^,(0) = -*„ . In these relations, i, , n , vi and Vz are the instantaneous

currents and voltages labeled on the circuit of Fig. 6, h is a constant

component of ii and ii which is to be evaluated, <pt is the core flux of

thyractor Xi and *i, i.s the saturation value of tpi . It is further assumed

that all otlior capacitors in the chain are initially discharged and that all

other thyractors are saturated in the direction of positive flux. These

latter assumptions are approximate as will be seen when the resetting

action is considered.

*s
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Fig. 5 — Idealized hysteresis loop upon which the theoretical analysis is based.

> I

V"\fr,. 6 — Input section of an ac charged modulator. This circuit prodiices one

negative current puise through Xi for each cycle of the ac source.
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The diiferential equations for the circuit are

and

Vi sin uti = Li -r^ -\- Vi (6)
ati

H = u-C,p (6)
ati

With the initial conditions assumed, and Avith L, chosen to make

<aLiC\ = 1 , the soUitions to these equations are

and

ii = /(. + ^r-^ wd sin 6)^- (7)

111 ^ —^ (sin cati — w/f cos (jiti) (8)

In solving for these equations, it is assumed that ii remains constant

at /ft . This is justified by the fact that vi becomes positive immediately

after time /, = causing the flux ipi of the first thyractor to rise into the

unsaturated region. The high unsaturated inducatance of the thyractor

then keeps the current constant.

In the unsaturated condition the net mmf acting on the thyractor core

must be zero, therefore the mmf of the main thyractor winding, due to

the current h , must be balanced by the mmf of the bias winding. Since

the bias current can be arbitrarily adjusted, the value selected should

give optimum conditions in the remainder of the circuit. The proper

value of lb is

I--^ (9)

This value of h makes the average value of ii equal to zero and thus

avoids dc saturation in the core of the power transformer. It has the addi-

tional advantage of making the rms source current a minimum. This

gives maximum source power factor and minimum copper loss in the

charging choke and the power transformer. The value of the source power

factor corresponding to this value of h is .shghtly over 0.96 and the rms

value of ii is 1.15 Vi/iaLi

.

During the time that (7) and (8) apply, the current h flows through

all the thyractors and the primary winding of the pulse transformer.

Since none of these, except the first thyractor, have any core bias, their
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cores are all held at positive saturation uhich is their reset condition. If

the windings are dissipationless, all capacitors, except Ci , are short

circuited.

With no voltage across €% , the voltage vi is applied across the first

thyractor. This causes its core flux tpi to vary in accordance with the

equation

Vi ^kh^-'
' (2 — 2 COS wli — w/,- sin aiti) — $i.

(10)

ZoiNi

-1in which A^i is the number of turns on the main winding of Xi

Equations (7), (8) and (10) are plotted in Fig. 7 for two cycles of the

source. The source voltage y,- is included for reference. The charging cur-

rent of capacitor Ci equals u — h . This current is a sinusoid whose

amplitude increases in direct proportion to time. During the first half

cycle, Ci charges to a positive maximum voltage of TrVi/2. The capacitor

current then reverses and Ci discharges, becoming completely discharged

when a!(,- equals 4.49 radians. During the interval uU < 4.49, Vj , the

voltage across Xi ,
is positive, causing tpi to increase. At wU = 4.49, <pi

passes through a maximum value

To avoid saturation of the core at this time, the inequality

2wNi^u > 3.41 Vi (12)

must be satisfied. Fig. 7 shows .^imax = ^u . This calls for the least amount

of core material but is not an essential condition. Ordinarily a small

margin of safety should be allowed.

For values of oiU > 4.49, Ci charges in the negative direction. The

capacitor voltage reaches a negative maximum value of — ttV,- at the

end of the cycle. During this time, flux <pi decreases and, since the in-

tegral of vi over a complete cycle is zero, ipi returns to its initial value,

—*i, , at the end of the cycle. The core of thyractor Xi then saturates

and C\ discharges through the saturated inductance into capacitor Ci

.

Under ideal conditions, Ci discharges completely in a very small fraction

of one cycle of the source, during which time ?, is held constant by the

charging inductor. At the end of the discharge, ;', = n = /& , Vi = and

,^1 = — ti>,^ which are the same as the assumed initial conditions. Capaci-

tor C'l then starts to recharge and the cycle is repeated.
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If (12) were made an equality instead of an inequality, the thyractor

core would saturate and Ci would discharge at the end of each half cycle.

Alternate pulses applied to the chain, would be of reverse polarity and a

rectifier action would be necessary at some point. In this case no bias

would be required on the first thyractor and current /& could be zero.

However, the core resetting action, to be described for the chain thy-

ractors, would be upset and those thyractors beyond the rectifier would

require some other means of resetting.

It is not possible to increase the charging period beyond one full cycle
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Fig. 7 — Waveforms of Bource voltage Vi ,
first-capacitor voltage Vi , source

current i,- and first thyractor core fluxi^i for two complete cycles of the ac source.
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if the initial thyractor core flux is to be —$i, . This can be seen from (10)

\vlii(!h gives a negative maximum value in tpi of — 4>ig — 2.96 T./oiA^i at

co/, = 7.72 radians. This is not possible since the thyractor saturates and

(\ (Useharges when <pi
= —$u • The fact that tpi is changing at its maxi-

mum rate at w/, = 2t is advantageous though in that it makes the design

of the thyractor core less critical.

Since the voltage i\ is also across the secondary of the power trans-

former, the core flux of this transformer will be given by an equation

similar to (10). If the average value of t,- is zero, the average value of this

flux will also be zero. The transformer core must therefore be designed

for a peak core flux of

_ 3.41 F.-

^Tlmax — T7

—

(13)

in which A'^, is the number of secondary turns. The root-mean-square

value of ii , which is also the transformer secondaiy current, is 1.15

The linear charging reactor must be designed for a maximum energy

storage of

ViLdL^ = 1.82 yv'^Ci joules (14)

Tlt.ANBFlCU CKiMN

The need for and the basic action of the transfer chain have been dis-

cussed in Part I. A general analysis of a single section of the chain and

of the chain as a unit is given in Part III. It will suffice here to set down

the special conditions which apply in the case of ac charging.

Figure 8 shows the 1st and 2nd sections of the chain. As previously

stated thyra(;t()r A'l saturates once each cycle allowing Ci to discharge

into C-i . This occurs when i'l has its maximum negative value. In the

case of the ac charged modulator, it is desirable that Ci be completely

discharged when Xi becomes unsaturated. In the absence of dissipation.

fig 8 — Circuit diagram of the first two sections of the transfer chain. The
chain serves to prothice successively shorter current pulses through each thyrac-

tor.

-^»Al4>Mi»4^. it^ o-i^rr- It-,Ll-
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this requires that Ci = C2 In this case, all of the energy stored in Ci

will be transferred to C2 and the peak value of ^i \vill be the same as the

peak value of V2 , that is —irVi .

During the discharge of Ci into Ca , with a negligibly small error,

vi = -^ (1 + cos oji/i) (16)
1-^

irVi
(1 - cos (01^) (17)

and since V2 also appears across thyractor X2

V-i = o Ar' ('^1^1 ~ Si"^ '^l^l^ + *2* (18)
licoiA'a

In these equations I'l , vi and ^2 are the current and voltages designated

in Fig. 8, (^ is the core flux of X2 , N2 is the number of turns on X2 , L\

is the saturated inductance of Xi , k is the time measured from the

instant Xi saturates and ui is resonant angular frequency of the discharge

circuit.

Figure 9 shows curves of vi , ^2 , ii and tpi plotted versus h . The current

pulse in ii is one half of a cycle of a sine wave superimposed on the

constant value h The duration of this pulse is n = tt/oji . This circuit

transfers the stored energy from Ci to C^ . During this interval ^2 varies

from positive to negative saturation. If thyractor Xi is designed to satisfy

the equation

4iV2$2« = irVin (19)

iP2 will reach negative saturation at the same time that vi = and vt =
— irF,- . Since at this time ii = h , Xi will become unsaturated after

which ii will be held at /& . When X2 saturates, C2 starts to discharge

into the third capacitor. The current pulse through Xa is shown as la

in Fig. 9. The duration of this pulse is

r2= ~-T |/^^^ (20)
C02 V C2 -\- Cz

in which C3 = C2 for optimum operation of the dissipationless ac charged

modulator.

The current pulse thus travels down the chain, becoming greater in

magnitude and smaller in duration in each successive section. The ratio
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of Ti to T2 can be shown to be approximately proportional to the satura-

tion flux density and the square root of the core volume of thyractor Xa .

It is also inversely proportional to the square root of the pulse energy.

Theoretically this ratio can be made large at pleasure but it is generally

more economical to use several sections to obtain the desired reduction

in pulse duration.

When dissipation is considered the capacitors should be graded in size

and the peak capacitor voltage should increase toward the input of the

chain. A simple approximate method of including dissipation consists of

raising the peak voltage of say capacitor Ci so that it will have an excess

of stored energy equal to the estimated copper loss in Xi and core loss

in X2 . An alternate approximate method is given in Part III.

Neither of the above methods give a satisfactory account of the core

loss in that portion of the chain where the pulse becomes very short.

Unless the product of C2 and the shunt coreloss-resistance of Xj is large,

the analysis of Fig. 8 should be made on an exact basis. This involves 3rd

Fjg 9 _ Curves illustrating the reduction in the current-puiae width from the

first to the second thyractor. Capacitor voltages and thyractor core flux are also

shown. These curves are typical of all of the transfer sections.

xJi*. -i«**v*i***S-
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order differential equations and therefore should be done numerically for

individual cases.

CORE CONSIDERATIONS

The cores of thyractors require special consideration. It has been

previously assumed that the thyractor cores have zero reluctance when
unsaturated and become suddenly and completely saturated at a certain

value of flux. The practical approximation of this is a core that reaches

complete saturation at a small value of magnetizing force. This inherently

requires that the unsaturated permeability be high. Examples of core

materials that meet this requirement are the nickel-iron alloys such as

deltamax, molybdenum permalloy and supermalloy. Others of equal

importance exist but they will not be discussed here. The chief advantage

of deltamax over the other two is its high saturation flux density. Its use

is therefore indicated when the saturating time is long, as in the case of

the input thyractor. The fact that its hysteresis loop has a striking

rectangular appearance is, in itself, no great virtue for this application.

For thyractors following the first, the swing in flux linkage is much
smaller and the high saturation flux of deltamax is not required. In all

thyractors, the flux swings from saturation in one direction to saturation

in the other and back again for each pulse applied to the magnetron.

With respect to core loss, supermalloy is superior to both deltamax and

molybdenum permalloy in that it has a higher resistivity and a much
lower hysteresis loss. Supermalloy is also suitable for use in the first

thyractor in certain eases where the repetition rate is high.

In order to utilize the advantages of these high-permeability ma-

terials, the thyractor cores must be of the gapless wound-tape type. In

most cases, the tape thickness will be made smaller as the output of the

modulator is approached and may reach values below one mil.

OUTPUT SECTION

When a rectangular voltage pulse of relatively long duration is re-

quired for the magnetron, the output capacitor, C'o of Fig. 4, is replaced

by a line-type pulse-forming network having a total capacitance equal

to the normal value of Co . During the relatively long charging period,

the network acts like a capacitance Co , whereas during the relatively

short discharge period it acts as a pulse-forming network. The saturated

inductance of the output thyractor is in series with the network during

discharge. This adds to the design complication. Either the thyractor

saturated inductance must be made small enough to cause negligible
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distortion in the pulse shape or the network must be designed to include

the inductance as part of the network. In the former case, the reduction

in pulse width liy the output section of the modulator is appreciably less

than could othorwise be obtained.

As the required magnetron pulse width decreases, the output thyrac-

tor, the pulse transformer and the shunt capacitance cause deterioration

of the pulse shape to the extent that a pulse-forming network can hardly

be justified. If a capacitor Ls used instead of a network, the output section

can be designed as a unit in accordance with the following analysis.

Fig. 10 shows the output section with all elements referred to the

secondary of the pulse tran.sformer. In this circuit Lq represents the sum

of the transformer leakage inductance and the saturated inductance of

the output thyiactor, capacitance Cm is the sum of the transformer

capacitance and the magnetron capacitance. Current f,, is thus the total

MAGNETRON

Fig. 10 — Output section with a magnetron load. All elements are referred to

the seconddvy of the pulsp transformer.

magnetron current less the current required to charge the magnetron

capacitance.

For the period under consideration, Vn has an initial value — Fo and

the initial vahies of io , Vm and /,, are all zero. The thyractor saturates at

the beginning of the period. Capacitor Cn discharges through U into Cm
until („ reaches the magnetron firing \'oltage, -T.,, . If the magnetron

is approximated by a di.ssipationless diode in series with a l)iasing emf,

Vit then i-cmains constant while Co contimies to di.scharge through the

magnetron.

During the charging of C.u

in = ——^ sin Wo C^O

where

Co ~r C.if

^„=Lo-J^ = 1 (22)
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Vo = - VoC, VoCj

and

Vm = —

Co + Cm Co + Cm

FoCo

cos Uo^

(1 — COS lOQto)

Co + Cm

in which tn is measured from the instant that Xo saturates.

When Vm = — Vm at ^ = to , the magnetron fires. At this time

FoCo
VAiira) = -Vm = —^ ','^"

(1 - COS Woro)
Co -r Cat

from which

In addition,

and

cos Wo^o = 1 — Vm Co + C.

Co

vM = ~V,+ Vm
Ĉo

to (to) = -Fo 2F«(Co + CJ F„^(Co + CJ 2-11/2

FoCo

After the magnetron fires, Vm remains constant at —Vm and

Vo(to) + F,w . 'o — To to — TO
to = t.i/ = / r ,^ ~ sm —/^—7i + to^To) cos

(23)

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)
\/ Lq/Co \' L/oCo 'Vi-'oCo

If the magnetron current pulse has a width tm at its base, and it is

assumed that Co is completely discharged and that to = at the end of

the magnetron current pulse, then from (29)

yo(Tn) + Vm . Tm
+ «o(to) cos

Tm
=

/ t ,n ^^"^ / t W "T '^OV^'O^ ^"* /T~PT
Vl^afCa VLoCfi VtoCo

Also, since i>q = the voltage across Lo must equal Vm , or

(30)

T ^'^A - V
OlQ

I t^^TQ+TM

that is

[yo(To) + Vm] cos
Tm

Vl^, -\/t-PT *o(to) sin
Tm

VLoCo
= Vm (31)
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Combining (30) and (31) and substituting the values of Vo{to) and

Io(to) from (27) and (28) respectively and simplifying gives

C^ + CmV^ ^ C^y^y^ (32)

The first term on the left is the energy initially stored in Co and the

second term is the energy remaining in Cm at the end of the magnetron

current pulse. The difference between these energies is the magnetron

pulse energy W_v , that is

-2" 2- ^ ^" ^^^^

When C ,\f is negligibly small these equations are identical since for

this case Va = '2.Vm . In the case being considered here, however, they

may be solved for Va and Co giving

^' = ^" w. + c„y„^
^^^^

and

^ _ 1 {Wm + C„VMy .^-^

If the chain capacitance is given, (35) fixes the pulse transformer turns

ratio after which (34) fixes the chain voltage. On the other hand, if the

chain voltage is given, these equations determine the turns ratio and the

chain capacitance.

It can also be shown that

and

/^„ . / Co + Cm _ , yM Co + Cjf ,„_-,

COS A/ TO = I - -^ p^
(37)

from which Lq and to are found.

Equations (34) through (37) assume that the magnetron pulse energy

and pulse width are specified and that for a given magnetron, its shunt

capacitance and firing voltage are known. If these quantities are not

known, some other form of the equations may be more useful.

The shape of the magnetron current pulse depends upon the fraction

^"^^"^
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of the total energy left in Cm Fig. 11 shows curves of ^ , Im and Vm

versus k measured from the instant that the output thyractor saturates.

During time to , capacitor Cm charges to the firing voltage of magnetron.

During time tm the magnetron conducts and io = i.\f . Two curves are

shown for i,,, during time tm . It is seen that if the energy stored in Cm
is less than 30.9 per cent of the magnetron pulse energy, the magnetron

current pulse is a better approximation of a rectangular pulse. In the

terminal case where Cm = 0, iju is a complete half cycle of a sine curve.

For magnetron pulse widths less than 0.1 microsecond it becomes very

difficult to make CmVm^ < .QISWm and as a result the magnetron cur-

rent pulse deteriorates. In addition a large fraction of the energy is left

in Cm at the end of the pulse and must be dissipated in the circuit. This

reduces the overall efficiency of the modulator. A definite improvement

can be obtained by separating the transformer capacitance from the

magnetron capacitance by placing the output thyractor on the secondary

side of the pulse transformer. Figs. 10 and 11 still apply, but now Cm
is the total shunt capacitance across the magnetron and Co is the trans-

former capacitance plus any added capacitance that may be required.

The values of Vo , Co , -Lo and to are again given by (34), (35), (36) and

(37) respectively. The pulse transformer can be designed so that its ca-

pacitance is equal to the required value of Co or capacitance can be

added across the secondary to make the total equal to Co . The leakage

inductance of the transformer is considered as a part of the saturated

inductance of the previous thyractor.

An alternate point of view is to consider the transformer capacitance

Fig. 11 — Waveforms of tlie magnetron current and voltage showing the effect

of shunt capacitance upon the shape of the magnetron current pulse.
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and leakage inductance, capacitance Co and the saturated inductance Lo

of the output thyractor to constitute a pulse forming network.

Placing the output thyractor on the secondary side of the pulse trans-

former results in a more reasonable value of Lo unless a \'ery high chain

\-oltage is used. For chain ^^oltages of the order of 10,000 volts and with

very short magnetron pulses, the value of Lo required ou the primary of

the pulse transformer may be a fraction of a microhenry. A much larger

value is required on the secondary side so that stray inductance is far less

important.

A disadvantage of placing the last thyractor ou the secondary side of

the pulse transformer is that the thyractor and any added capacitance

across the transformer secondarj^ must be insulated for a very high

voltage, sometimes as high as 70,000 volts.

The core of the output thyractor presents special problems for very

short pulses. In order to keep eddy current loss from being excessive core

tape as thin as 0.25 mil may have to be used. Because of the fragility of

such thin core material and the high voltage encountered, a toroidal core

mounted in a core box of a high dielectric strength material such as

teflon is generally desirable.

As previously mentioned, a considerable amount of energy is left in

the magnetron capacitance. This energy must be dissipated in the modu-

ator between main pulses. The result may be a considerable amount of

ringing which may or may not have undesirable effects on the mag-

netron. In Part III the u.se of a damping thyractor is described which

discharges (7„ at the end of the magnetron pulse.

CORE RESETTING

Consideration of the first section has shown that the core flux of the

first thyractor returns to its initial value at the end of each cycle. No
further consideration of the resetting of this core is required. In the case

of other thyractors, however, the cores must be at positi\'e saturation at

the beginning of the pulse and are left at negative saturation at the end

of the pulse. Between pulses the cores must be reset to positive satura-

tion. This resetting action is provided by the component h of ii which

flow^s even though the first thyractor is unsaturated.

The exact analysis involves long, complicated equations which add

very little to a working knowledge of the modulator. To avoid including

so much detail, the present analysis will be largely descriptive and only

the important terms of the equations will be gi^-en.

Resetting of the second thyractor core starts at the end of the main-

pulse discharge of Cs . At this time C3 is fully charged and C2 is dis-
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charged. The ^'oltage of C's is therefore applied across the second thy-

ractor and its polarity is in the resettmg direction. The resetting action

of this voltage is small, if Cs is allowed to discharge immediately, and

will be neglected.

The main resetting occurs as a result of current i^ = lb , which is given

by (9), during the time that the first thyractor core is unsaturated. If

time is measured from the instant C2 completes its discharge of the

main pulse, the voltage V2 rises linearly according to the equation

Ibt uVi „ t , .

Ua = — = —- t = irVi - {6ii)

Cl Z Ti

Since, except for the very short time during which C3 is discharging, vy =

0, 112 is applied across the second thyractor and causes its core flux to rise

in the positive direction in accordance with the equation

,, = _i/„,,j = '^^-*,. (39)

Using (19), this becomes

>2, —* I

2^' 1'
V2 = *2. - 1

in
(40)

in which t,- is the charging time and n is the discharging time of Ci

.

.'When/ = -s/riTi , tp2 = -\-^2, andu2 = ^rVi Vri/ri . Assuming Ti/n ^
30 to be a typical value, this time is 0.183 t,- and the voltage is 0.183 Try,-

.

When ip2 = *2< , the second thyractor saturates and C2 discharges into

Cz raising the voltage vz to -\-irVi \/r\l7i

.

Fig. 12 shows curves of va
, ^2 , va and <pz plotted versus time measured

from the end of the main discharge of Ca . Starting with the main dis-

charge of Ci , from a to b Ci discharges into Ca , V2 goes negative to

— rVi and ^2 varies from -\-^2e to —#2. . During this interval Vg is zero

and ipz is constant at ^sg . At point b the core of X2 saturates. From b to

c, C2 discharges into C3 , ipi makes a small excursion into the saturated

region, and vi returns to zero completing the main voltage pulse on Ca

.

At the same time Va goes negative to — ttF,- and ^^3 varies from +$3, to

— $3, . At point c the core of X3 saturates. Immediately following c Fig.

12 shows the excursion of ^3 into the saturated region and the return of

V3 to zero, thus completing the main voltage pulse on Cz The effect of

vz upon (p2 during this discharge period 73 is neglected in Fig. 12. The

resetting of the core of the second thyractor starts at c. The voltage and

flux of the second thyractor rise according to (38) and (39) respectively.

At d, the core of Xa saturates in the positive direction. Between d and e
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Fig. 12 — Curves of capacitor voltages and core fluxes illustrating the re-

setting action, of the cores of Xt and Xs , between main pulses. This action is

made possible by the core Ijias of Xi .

Ca discharges into d . This discharge is of the same nature as the main

pulse discharge in the interval b — c except that the variation is re-

versed and the magnitude of the voltage is much smaller. The time re-

quu-ed, however, is the same, that is n . The third thyractor does not

saturate immediately at the end of this discharge because of the low

. ^.f*->«»i-— -a - I
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voltage. A charge is thus trapped on (\ for an additional time equal to

T2/2 Vri/T] — '*2T"* At f the rore of X^ saturates and Ca discharges into

r*.

A positive-going pulse is thus formed on ('2 in the interval c — d. This

pulse is transferred to T'a in the interval d — e, to (\ in the interval

f — g and so on along the chain. In the dissipation less case this pulse

should reset all of the thyractor cores.

However the current h given by (9) continues to flow through the first

thyractor. At point e, therefore, Ca starts to recharge and I's again rises

hnearly. In the interval e — g the voltage across the second thyractor is

the difference between v-i and ^3 . Since at first Va > v^ , ip-i makes a small

excursion into the inisaturated region. At g, Vf, becomes zero and (pi re-

turns to positive saturation at h. A second positive-going pulse is thus

formed on Ca in the interval e — h. This pulse also moves down the

chain.

This action contiimes, each pulse being smaller and shorter than the

preceding one. Beyond h Fig. 12 is not intended to be accurate but shows

in a qualitative manner that all capacitor voltages approach zero and

all core fluxes approach positive saturation as required for the initial

condition for the next main pulse.

In Fig. 12 the time intervals are not shown in their true relative magni-

tudes but are, in each case, made large enough to show the curve shape.

Actual oscillograms will also show considerable deviations from Fig. 12

because of dissipation and because of small charges left on the capacitors

by the main pulse.

Part III. DC-Charged Series-Type Magnetic Pulse Modulator

The dc-charged series-type magnetic pulse modulator to be discussed

in this part draws power from a dc source and provides unidirectional

high-voltage, short-duration pulses to a load. The basic differences be-

tween the ac- and dc-charged magnetic modulators are the type input

sections required, the resulting limitations imposed upon the first section

of the transfer chain, and the manner in which the saturable elements

of the chain are reset.

Four input or charging circuits that periodically charge a capacitor

from a dc source at a rate determined by an external trigger supply are

shown in Figure 13. All these arrangements may be used for either

resonant or linear charging. The first or input stage of the charging cir-

cuits shown in parts a and b of this figure are familiar arrangements

employed in other type modulators. The diode indicated in Figure 13(b)

permits resonant operation when the charging period is much smaller
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than the pulse repetition period, or when a variable inter-pulse period is

required. After Ci in either of these two circuits has attained its desired

voltage either by resonant or linear charging, the switching element is

activated by an external trigger voltage and the stored energy is trans-

ferred to Cs in a time interval short compared to the charging time of

Ci . The switch is then re-opened by the completion of this transfer ac-

tion and by the removal of the trigger voltage, and d agahi begins to

charge while d is discharged by the action of the transfer chain (not

shown in the figure).

The diode of Figure 13(b) can be replaced by the active smtching de-

vice since it, too, normally has rectifying properties. This arrangement

shown in Figure 13(c) operates the switching device at a lower peak

current since the charging time of Ci is long compared to that of C2

However, it does introduce an additional large delay between the start

of the trigger pulse and the generation of the modulator output pulse.

Figure 13(d) is a special charging arrangement suggested by Professor

C. Neitzert that provides energy during part of the charging period of

Ci to reset the saturable elements of the transfer chain, in a manner

similar to the resetting action obtained in the pulse transformer of a line

type modulator. In addition, it permits operation of one element of the

active switch at ground potential, which is advantageous if filamentary

power is required in this device.

TRIGGER
SOURCE

Si'>

CO

(b)
-

(d)

Fig, 13 — DC-charging circuits.

-r-A-r..^->4ti»^^ T-zrAirii irrS^^s^i ^i -^^rr
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A typical dc-charged magnetic modulator, consisting of an input sec-

tion, n transfer sections, an output section, a damping section, and load

is shown in Figure 14. The remainder of this part will be restricted to

the analysis and discussion of the input section, a typical transfer sec-

tion, and the damping section, since the response of the output section

and the characteristics of a magnetron load have been treated in detail

in Part II. After this is done, a composite analysis of the input section

and transfer chain will be made by drawing upon the results of the first

two analyses.

Before this is undertaken, certain assumptions that involve all sections

and the modulator operation in general will be made. These assumptions

embody an attempt to include the effect of losses which have pronounced

influence on obsen'cd modulator performance. In order to facilitate the

mathematical treatment of the problem, only series dissipative elements

will be used. Generally, a good approximation is obtained by the follow-

ing assumptions

;

1. The dc source will be considered ideal.

2. The constant voltage drop generally associated with the active

switching device during the charging period will be subtracted from the

ideal source potential yielding a net source potential of Vi

.

3. No current wiU flow through either an open active switching device

or an unsaturated thyractor.

4. The core losses associated with any thyractor and transformer

Fig. 14 — Typical dc-charged magnetic modulator.

6 In this figtire, the typical modulator operates from a dc source of positive po-
tential and employs the active switch In the first section. This potential is used,
rather than a negative one which would appear more practical, in order to facili-

tate the analysis that follows. The active switch could have been employed in the
second section but since the only difference between such an arrangement and the
one indicated is merely a matter of triggering no generality has been sacrificed.
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will be represented by a series resistance in the preceding section, efifec-

tive only during the time the switch associated with this section is closed.

5. The winding losses associated with any thyractor and transformer

will be represented by a series resistance in the section associated with

the element, effective only during the time the switch of this section

is closed.

6. All capacitors will be considered lossless.

An equivalent circuit of the typical modulator based on the above as-

sumptions is shown in Figure 15. In this figure the inductances Li ,
L^

,

Lj , L„ , Lo and Lj represent the saturated inductances of the thyractors.

Inductance Lt and capacitance Cd are the leakage inductance of the trans-

former and the distributed capacitance of the transformer and mag-

netron, respectively. The losses associated with the practical transformer

have been included in resistances R„ and Ro as explained in the assump-

tions.

Assume that a pulse of energy has been initiated down the chain and

this energy is now stored in a capacitor between Cz and Cj ,
while the

preceding pulse has been completely dissipated in the damping section

and load. Hence, the sections shown explicitly in Figure 15 are in an

inactive or quiescent state. However, voltages may still exist on the

capacitors of these sections, and these quiescent voltages are indicated

in the figure. The energy .storage associated with the.se voltages makos

possible, as will be demonstrated later, a second method of stably operat-

ing the saturable elements without the necessity of bias windings. Now,

IDEAL MAGNETRON

Fig. 15 — Equivalent circuit of typical de-charged magnetic modulator.

: v-:-T.;?.^w«W»M* ^.̂ » tri. >i«lw*Mit»t<aHMtaA>lfcii»Pii' t» • .-^
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if the assumption is made that all thyractor switch closures are initiated

only when the capacitor preceding the switch stores all the available

pulsed energy and the switch is re-opened when this energy, less losses,

is transferred to the following capacitor, the circuit operation will be

completely defined. Such an assumption means that for each pulse of

energy initiated down the chain by the switch Si , the switches close and

subsequently re-open only once; that is, secondary saturations of any
element are precluded.'

IXPIT CHARGING SECTION

The input charging section of Figure 15 is shown in detail in Figure IG.

Observe that the rectifying property usually associated with the active

switching device is indi<'ated explicitly by the presence of an ideal diode

r

Fig. 16 — Equivalent circuit of input charging section.

in this figure. Although this circuit has already been thoroughly analyzed

in past work on chai'ging circuits,' the resonant charging case will be

briefly treated here in order to provide the necessary background ma-

terial to support the later discussion on the over-all modulator per-

formance.

At the time switch Si closes, time li etiuals zero, the current through

the charging inductor L,- is zero, and the capacitor C\ is charged to i-i .

For these quiescent conditions, the current if through the switch is of the

form

ti =_Vi-n ,-«,,,

LiOii
sin Wifi (41)

^ Possibly it would be morn dosirahle to store energy in either or both of the
first and last capacitors of the chain that generate, during the period that the
modulator ia inactive, secondary voltage pulses of the proper polarity traveling in

a direction which would tend to reset all magnetic elements. Siich operation,
however, will not be considered here.

' G. W. Glasoe and J. V. Lebaeqz, Pulse Generators, McGraw-Hill Book Com-
pany, Inc., 1948.
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where

and

Vi > I-l

Cti

Ri

2Li

Wi == v^. — Oii

^ -v
' 1

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

for the oscillatory case. This is the only case of interest, since under this

condition the charging current eventually tends to reverse, consequently

initiating deactivation of the switch. This deactivation is completed by

removal of the trigger voltage if it is still present. It is seen from equa-

tion (41) that the current is unidirectional over the period r,- , the charg-

ing time of the section, where n is

COi

(46)

(47)

The voltage across Ci as a function of time t^ is m ,
where

Vi =Vi — Wi — rj — sin CO;/,- + cos oiiU e
"' '

Since, as previously noted the charging current through C\ has been

unidirectional during the entire charging period, capacitor Ci will be

charged to its maximum voltage Vi at the end of this period, that is, at

time ti equals n . From (47) this peak voltage is

yi = Fi + {V, - v,)h (48)

where hi , the loss factor of the input stage, is

Equation (48) may also be written in the following form:

Upon normalizing the voltages of equations (48) and (50) and rearrang-

ing the following simple linear functions result:

Fi = (1 - vj)Si + 1 (51)

(49)

(50)
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and

Yl = (-5i)!^ + (1 + 5i)

Vi = [5i/a + Si)]vj + 1/(1 + 5,)

(52)

(53)

In these three equations the underscored voltages indicate normahzed

vahies; the voltages of the first two equations have been normalized to

Vi while those of the last equation have been normalized to Vi . Typical

curves for equations (51), (52) and (53) are shown in Figs. 17, 18 and 19,

respectively. Note that the ranges of the variables in the figures are re-

stricted to represent only the practical cases where the energy stored in

capacitor Ci is increased by the charging current (Vi > vi), and the loss

factor is restricted to the realizable values (0 < 5,- < 1). These curves

present an easy graphical means of determining any one of the following

parameters w'-hen tlie other two are known : input voltage Vi , output

voltages i-i and Vi , and input loss factor di . Once all the above parame-

ters are determined, it becomes a simple matter to calculate losses, effi-

ciency, etc.

5.0 r

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0,6 0,7 0.8

(fi, INPUT SECTION LOSS FACTOR

Fig. 17 — Straight line ])iot for the iuput section for Vi equals unity.
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-3.0 -2.5 -2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.5 1,0

y,, NORMALIZED QUIESCENT VOLTAGE ON C,

Fig 18 _ Stniight line plot for the input section for F,- equals unity.

1.4

-1.0 -Q8 -0.6 -04 -0.2 0,2 0,4 0.6

J',, NORMALIZED QUIESCENT VOLTAGE ON C|

Fig. 19 — Straight line plot for the input section for Vi equals unity.

- »•*•*»*—*-
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Since the iswitch, *S, , has l)eeii opened at the end of the charging period,

no current will flow through it until the switch is again triggered at time

/, equals T. I'nder these conditions the a\'erage current, y, , through tlic

switch is from (41) and (50)

i; = ^ (I'^i - "i) (54)

Ahhough a simple graphical method for determining the functions of

energy has been suggested, it is still noteworthy to write these relations

explicitly. From (41), (50), and (54), the energy per pulse, It', , that is

dissipated in the series resistance, Ri , is .

^^* -
2C.(1 + 5,)

^^^^

or

These equations may easily be solved for the input loss factor, 5i ,
yield-

ing expressions that are useful for design purposes.

Since explicit relations for the energy loss per pulse have been derived,

an expression for the efficiency, in , of the energy transfer from the source,

Vi , to the first capacitor, C\ , may be written. From equations (55) and

(56), respectively, two expressions for this efficiency, which is the ratio

of the increase of energy stored in Ci at the end of the charging period

to the energy supplied by the source during this period, are

_ 2Ci(l + g.-)y.- - n\ - 5,)t\ ,„,
'''

2CK1 + 5,)F,
" ^^^^

or

r, = (l+30(T^i + n) ,,g.
^'

(1 + S,-)(F: + u^) + (1 - 5,)(Fi - pO
^ ^

To summarize the preceding analysis, typical voltage and current

waveforms for the input section are shown in Fig. 20. Obser\'e that

capacitor d after it has attained its peak voltage is not immediately

discharged to its quiescent value by the action of the transfer chain.

Instead this discharge is delayed by a period (?i ,
called the guard interval

of the first transfer section. It was noted that the active switch at the

end of the charging period, t, , was opened by a combination of circuit

actions. Now some devices, such as a thyratron, require a definite time
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Fig. 20 — Typical waveforms for the input section.

period for deactivation to insure that the switch remains open. The guard

interval, Gi ,
provides this period by forestalling the discharge action.

An expression that completely defines the operation of the input

charging section would greatly facilitate the following endeavor to syn-

thesize the over-all modulator performance. Such an expression is easily

constiiiclcd by writing equations (50) and (54) in the following matrix

form

:

"1/(1 + 5,) 5./(l + 0"| rFii

C^IT - Ci/T J L": Jm- (59)

Equation (59) relates the input and output conditions of the charging

section in terms of the circuit constants independent of the time vari-

able, ti . Note that there is a similarity between this equation and the

equation that relates the input and output voltages and currents of a

four-terminal linear passive network by its ABCD constants. The sim-

ilarity is only in form; hence, the lower case letters ahcd will be used to

denote the constants of the above equation in the following fashion:

where

= Qi hi

_Ci di_

a,- = 1/(1 + 5.)

hi = 5i/(l + Si)

Ci = C/T

(60)

(61)

(62)

(63)
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and

di = ~C,/T
. (64)

These relations, as mentioned above, mil be employed later.

TYPICAL TRANSFER SECTION

The \th or typical section of the transfer chain of Fig. 15, is shown in

detail in Figure 21. According to the assumptions concerning switch

operation, switch Sj will remain open as shown until the total available

pulsed energy previously initiated by the charging section is stored in

capacitor Cj . Consequently, at the time switch Sj closes, starting at time

tj equals zero, the current through the saturated \ih thyractor is zero,

and capacitor Cj is charged to its peak voltage V j while Ck is still at its

quiescent value Vk . For these conditions, the current, ij , through the

L-j

MA, 1

Ci Ck'
:i= "k

Fig. 21 — Equivalent circuit of a typical transfer section,

switch is of the form

i. = Yl^L^e-"^'^ sin <.,lj

where

and

(65)

(66)

(67)

(G8)

(69)

(70)
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for the oscillatory case. This agam ia the only case of interest since the

transfer current will eventually tend to reverse, driving the thyractor out

of saturation and hence extinguishing the current. Under these condi-

tions, it ia seen from (65) that the period of current flow is Tj ,
called the

transfer period of the ]ih section, where

Tj = — (71)

The voltages across Cj and Ct as functions of time, tj , vj and v^ re-

spectively, may be shown to be

W; = V, -
1 + Xy L

1 — (
— sin (Mjtj + cos

.0),-

C0>(;) r"^'^]

and

,, = ,, + ^^^^^p=^ [l -
(^ sin .sis + cos co,^,) r-^''-"

(72)

(73)

Since as noted above the current haa been unidirectional during the

entire transfer period, the capacitor Cj will be charged to its minimum

or quiescent voltage vj and capacitor Ck will be charged to its maximum

voltage Vk at the end of this period. Hencej at time tj equals tj (72) and

(73) become

*"> ^v-m^'-u^ Vk (74)

and

^^^bm\^'-b'-m Vk (75)

(76)

where, 5j , the loss factor of the ]th transfer section, is

hj - r"^"'"

Rearrangement of equations (74) and (75) and normalization of the

voltages to V j (underscored voltages again represent normalized values)

yield equations (77) and (78):

Vk =

Vk =

Li + h
(1 -^_a) Xy +

r {^i - 1) Xy +y
Li + 5A^ "^MJ

LI +5A VJ

(77)

(78)
LI + 5;

which are both families of straight line functions of the variables Xj and

' --a^i^ftaafiMiyT^.- .4Uslilffi<«£^« .Mto^a-Jja..*!^-
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Y^ or Vk , respectively. These families result when a particular value of

loss factor, Sj (any value between and 1), is assigned and ^ is given a

set of values within its permissible I'ange (its maximum range is from — 1

to 1; however, it is further restricted as will be demonstrated below).

Observe that both families of straight lines of equations (77) and (78)

have the same zero intercept (Xj — 0), namely

n(X, = 0) = ^-(X, = 0) = ^-A_
^1 + 'J^ (79)

Also, it may be shown that for any value of ^ the family of lines of

equation (77) will go through the point

(x.,n) = (i,.) (80)

And similarly for any value of both i^ and 5; the family of lines of equa-

tions (78) will go through the point

{\j,v,) = (-1,1) (81)

Hence, equations (77) and (78) present an easily constructed graphical

method of displaying all possible quiescent and peak voltages on the two

capacitors, C; and (V- ,
for a particular value of bj and any value of

capacitance ratio \j . Two such plots are shown in Figs. 22 and 23, one

for the lossless case, bj equals unity, and the other for a practical case,

bj equals ^<|, respectively. With the latter type plot that accounts for

circuit dissipation, the loss and efficiency involved in the transfer can

quickly be computed since the energy storage in the capacitors before and

after the transfer action are readily determined. Both these figures sug-

gest that peak voltage amplification can be realized if Xj is made greater

than \/bj . This interesting possibility will be discussed later.

In Figure 23, the shaded area is unrealizable and is defined by the

following considerations. At the start of the transfer action energy is

stored in capacitor C j and Ck Although, depending on the capacitance

ratio, the energy storage in Ck may be greater, n- must always be less

than unity as seen from (66). Now, at the end of the transfer period the

only condition of interest is the case where the energy storage, despite

circuit dissipation, has been increased in Ct This means that J^ must

always be greater than
j ^ |. A line that includes all the points for Vk

equal to
| ^ [

can readily be constructed graphically. Such a line is shown

in Fig. 23, and all points below it represent conditions where Ya i^ ^^^^

than \'^±\ , and consequently are unrealizable.

A figiu'e that represents the general case w'ith circuit dissipation is
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shown in Figure 24. The four regions which are indicated in this figure

are defined by the voltage conditions of Table I. A typical voltage wave-

form for each region is sho^-n in Fig. 25. In this figure, capacitor Cj

charges to its peak voltage over a time interval t^ , the transfer period

of the hth section which precedes the jth section in the transfer chain.

Capacitor Ck is discharged in a time interval t* ,
the transfer period of

the following or kth section. Again it should l)c noted that both capacitors

Cj and Ck are not immediately discharged once they attain their peak

y -2.5

.-=^1 -3.5

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2,5 3.0 3.5

\j, CAPACITANCE RATIO Cj/Ck

rifT. 22 — Straight line plot for a lossless transfer section, 8i equals 1.
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V

0.5 1.1

^1'

I 1.5 2.0 2,5 3.0 3.5

CAPACITANCE RATIO Cj /Ck

Fig. 23 — Straight line plot for a practical transfer section, 5,- equals %.

voltages but remain charged for a period of Gj and G^ , the guard in-

tervals of the jth and kth transfer sections, respectively. This time delay,

or guard interval, plays an important part both in permitting circuit

operation without the necessity of bias windings on the thyractors and

in designing these elements to operate properly even when wide pro-

duction tolerances are allowed. This former aspect will be treated later.

Capacitor Ci that was discussed in the charging stage and Ck are dis-

charged in the same manner as capacitor Cj .

Since the switch, Sj , has been opened at the end of the transfer period,

no current will flow through it until the switch is again closed at time

ij equals T. Under these conditions the average current, ij , through the
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Table I

Region
"J-

«k

>o
>o
<0
<0

>o

II <o
>o

IV <0

smtch from (65), (74) and (75) is

l=^{Vs-v,) (82)

or

ij = Y ^^'^ ~ "'^ (83)

Although again a simple graphical method for determining the func-

tions of energy has been suggested, explicit forms of these relations will

be written. From equations (65), (74) and (75), the energy per pulse

-2 -

}^= -

I

m^^'^ <^J

\ <s
n\ EZ ^\\

-

^=N
\^=0

-
^^

K

Fig. 24 — General straight line plot for a typical transfer section with losses,

indicating the four regions of operation.

r*^*'ifi^ '^*- j^

'
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t<-7'j->lGkt*^ |^7-h->jGj 1^

Vj

\
REGION I 1 1

1

1 IX 1

{ 1 1 !

Ill
Vk/

^

\
1 1 1

Vj

\
"

/
'O
___\. / 1

Vkz- 1 1 I

^1
I

I

i i 1

1 1 II

K''h-H <^j h^

Fig. 25 — Typical voltage waveforms of a transfer section experienced in the
four possible operating regions.

TTj , that is dissipated in the series resistance, Rj , is

Cj(Vj - vjm + X,-)(l - 3y)Wj =
2(1 + 5i)

or

Tf> =
C,{V, - v,)\l + X,)(l - 5y)

2X,(1 + 5,)

(84)

(85)

These equations may be solved for the transfer loss factor, 5, , which

once again yield expressions that are useful in design computations.

From equations (84) and (85), expressions for the efficiency, tjj , of the

energy transfer from capacitor Cj to Ck may be written. The resulting

expressions for this efficiency, which is the ratio of the increase of energy
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in Ck to the decrease of energy in Cj due to the transfer action, are

(1 + 5y)(ry + I'j) - (1 + X;)(l - 8j)(Vi - Vj)
^ggj

VJ =

and

VJ
=

(l + 5i)(T^>+''.)

X,(l + 5,){n + Pk)

Xi(l + 5i)(n4-n) + (1 + Xy)(l - 5y)(Ft - ..)

Up to this point, little has been said about how the thyractors of the

transfer chain switch in the manner as outlined in the assumptions. Such

operation is now worth consideration. In order to realize the equivalent

circuit of Fig. 21, the ith thyractor must have the hysteresis loop shown

in Figure 26. It was assumed that Sj closes at time tj equals zero when

capacitor Cj is charged to its maximum voltage, Vj . The switch closure

is associated with the saturation of the ]th thyractor. Assume the core

at this time is at the positive saturation point designated by +Bs in

Fig. 26. During the current discharge it moves out to some value of

maximum field intensity represented by point e. For any practical core

material this value of H, which can be derived from (65), is normally

hundreds of times its coercive force. At time equal to tj the current is

again zero, and hence the core has returned to +Bs • It was noted be-

fore, in the discussion following (65), that the transfer current by its

tendency to reverse drives the core into an unsaturated region. This

region, lying between -\-Bs and -Bs ,
has extremely high permeability;

consequently, the high thyractor impedance cuts off the current. In order

-B.

Fig. 26 — Hysteresis loop of the ith thyractor.

.^^-. .e_-
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to best utilize the core material, the core must be driven to some point

near or equal to —Bg such as / before the next pulse that is initiated by
the charging stage starts to recharge Cj to its peak voltage.

Rather than use a bias winding to establish a polarizing field as sug-

gested by Melville, the resetting action can be accomplished by insuring

that the proper voltage waveform exists across the thyractor. The flux

density swing in the core is proportional to the time integral of voltage

across the main winding. This voltage for the ]th thyractor inductor,

which is merely the difference of the voltages on capacitors Cj and Ck ,

over the pulse repetition period T can have any of the three forms shown
in Fig. 27 depending on the quiescent values, vj and vk . To avoid con-

fusion, the voltage across this element during the period tj is not shown,

since it was demonstrated that the core over this period will experience

no net flux swing due to such voltages. As can be verified from Figs. 22

and 23, these waveforms are associated with the values Xy , indicated in

the figure.

Gk
'"k ^ \^^h^ ^j ^

Vi-^k
[

1 i

^O-^k

{a) T y^\

^J-Vk 1^1...

/ '^j-^'k>o

/ 1 FOR \j > tfj

Vj-*'k 1

' '

(b)

i/t

y-.-Vu / FOR A.j = rfj
1

Vj-^'k

(Cl

/— -4--
: /

!>' FOR \j < rfj

1

t;

Fig. 27 — Possible voltage waveforms across the jth thyractor.
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If the net area under the voltage oui-ve from time tj equals Tj to T is

zero, the core magnetization will have traversed a path similar to

BagfgBs of Fig. 26. The subsequent saturation of the core and resulting

transfer action will complete the cycle in the manner previously described

by driving the magnetization from -\-Bs to c and returning to -\-Bs .

The negative area in Fig. 27 swings the core on the first part of this path

from -\-Bs to its smallest value of flux density represented by point /.

This value of flux density must be greater than —Bs in order to avoid

secondary saturations. Furthermore, for the most economical utilization

of the core material, the core magnetization should reach this value

approximately at the start of the chargmg period of capacitor Cj as in

Figure 27(b) or (c). The flux swing resulting from the positive area up

to the time capacitor Cj is charged to its peak voltage should bring the

core to some point loss than -\-Bs such as g on the loop. Capacitor Cj

will then remain charged for a length of time G,- , the guard interval,

such that the additional area causes the core to saturate completing the

path in the unsaturated region.

Now it can be demonstrated from (74) and (75) that the peak positive

voltage across the thyractor is always greater than the magnitude of the

peak negative voltage for any practical transfer section (5/ < 1). Since

pulse shortening is required in successive transfer sections, that is, the

transfer periods of successive sections must he Hmaller and smaller, it is

obvious from Fig. 27(b), that for X> eciuals 8j , the only manner in which

to make the net area under the voltage cun'C exactly zero, as is required,

is to make the guard interval of the following section, Gk
,
greater than

the guard interval of the ]ih section, Gj

.

From this line of reasoning, it is seen from Figure 27(a) that for Xj-

greater than 5; the guard interval Ok must be made even larger. However,

for Xj less than Bj as in Fig. 27(c), guard interval shortening in addition

to pulse shortening may be realized. The advantages of such operation

will be discussed in the composite analysis of the input section and

transfer chain that follows.

To complete the analysis of the typical transfer section, it is possible

to WTite an expression, similar to the one derived for the input section,

that relates the peak and ciuiescent voltages on the capacitors Cj and Ck

Rearrangement of equations (74) and (75) admits of the following:

Vj
X;(l + Bj)

1 - 1 +X>
Xy(l + 5y)

1 + Xy _ 1 ,

I

1 1 + Xj

LXy(l + 5j) \j
I

"^ Xy X,(l + s,.)

V,

n

(88)

k..lhA<y-^^r-w< . -- -w .-. - _
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or

>/ 'aj bj V.

where

a,- =
1 +Xi

by = 1 -

Xy(l + 5,)

1 +Xi
Xy(l + 5>)

1 + X; 1

and

'^'

X,(l + 8j) Xy

1 +x>
rfy = 1 + - -

Xy Xy{l + 5j)

(89)

(90)

(91)

(92)

(93)

More will be said later concerning the application of these equations in

the evaluation of the modulator performance.

DAMPING SECTION

Since the magnetron current at the end of the RF pulse is extinguished

when considerable energy is still stored in circuit inductances and

capacitances, the magnetron voltage pulse decays in an oscillatory fash-

ion.^ Normally, this oscillation will be reinforced by energy remaining in

the energy storage device of the modulator. The resultant negative volt-

age peaks generally give rise to low-power secondary EF pulses which

are most undesirable since they occur during the listening period of the

radar, masking even the strongest echos.

The undesirable voltage transient may be avoided by minimizing the

inductively stored energy and by dissipating the eapacitively stored

energy with the damping section shown in Fig. 14. In this section the

thyractor, called a damping thyractor, is designed to saturate at the end

of the main RF pulse. The resistance in series with this element is chosen

to effectively terminate the energy storage device, discharging it before

oscillations can arise. The saturated inductance of the damping thyractor

is proportioned such that the distributed capacitance across the mag-

netron is terminated in a slightly underdamped circuit in order to com-

plete its discharge in a relatively short period. Hence, the magnitude of

^ Pulse Generators, op. cit.
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the positive voltage backswiiig across the magnetron is controlled by the

degree of damping and can be reduced to such a value that no objection-

able voltage reversal will follow.

The damping circuit that exists across the distributed capacitance

when the damping thyractor saturates could be analyzed in the same

fashion as the two preceding type sections. However, since this occurs

after the generation of the RF pulse, it would contribute httle to the

synthesis of the over-all performance of the modulator and hence only

the results will be briefly noted.

When the damping thyractor saturates, the distributed capacitance

across the magnetron is charged to the magnetron firing voltage, — Vm .

For an underdamped circuit, the current through the thyractor, similar

to that of (41), discharges this capacitance over a period rd , the damping

period. At the end of this period, the current is extinguished l^y its tend-

ency to rever.se through the thyractor, and the magnetron capacitance

remains charged to some positive potential, va ,
where

vd = 5,Vm (94)

The loss factor, 5^ , which is also the backswing ratio in this case, is de-

fined in terms of the circuit parameters of the damping section similar

to the form evolved for the input loss factor, 8i , of (49). It may be dem-

onstrated that the shortest damping period, TrRrCd seconds, is realized

when the total series inductance of the damping path is made equal to

R/Cd/'^, henries, where Ht is the total resistance referred to the same

winding as the distributed capacitance, Ca . The backsWing ratio for this

condition is e~', about four per cent. Hence, the damping circuit is com-

pletely defined by the above relations since Rt is made to be the char-

acteristic impedance of the energy storage device and Cd is fixed by the

pulse transformer and magnetron combination.

Finally the damping efficiency, jj,j , that is the ratio of the energy dis-

sipated over the damping period to the energy originally stored in Ca is:

7,. == 1 - 6/ (95)

For the condition of minimum damping time, the efficiency is 99.8 per

cent. This figure was derived on the basis that no energy was left in the

PFN at the beginning of the damping period.

COMPOSITE ANALYSIS OP THE INPUT SECTION AND TRANSFER CHAIN

In Part I it was explained that in order to obtain pulse shortening

successive thyractors in the transfer chain must have descending values

of saturating flux linkages. Part of these flux linkages in any thyractor

*-a«aBw«a»jrite. .-?. >• •i'\f^ ^.^..c ..
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are required for the charging of the input capacitor of the particular

transfer section associated with the thyractor. The i-emainder provide

the thyractor guard inter\'al. In the first section the amount of flux

linkages required for the guard interval may be quite small compared to

those needed for the input charging time. However, if the successive

capacitance ratios are such that increasing guard intervals must be em-

ployed in order to operate without bias, the proportion of flux linkages

needed for successive guard inter\'als becomes larger and larger. Even-

tually, it will become necessary to in(;roase the saturating flux linkages of

successive thyractore, and hence not pulse shortening but pulse lengthen-

ing will result.

k=^(Vi-i

Lh

Xh :Ci

Vk
Ck

"l
Ci

Fig, 2S — Illiistralioii of current continuity hy cxtensinn of the iiverage

current rpialions of C(]U:itioiis (S2) and (S3).

Fig. 29 — Representation of the possible operating regions of successive trans-

fer sections of the transfer chain.
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These conditions occur when the sections have capacitance ratios that

are greater than their loss factors. The only advantage in such operation

would be to obtain the peak voltage amplification which results when

this ratio is increased to a value greater than the reciprocal of the loss

factor. This further increase results in restricting the pulse shortening

to a smaller mnuber of sections if bias free operation is still to be main-

tained. On the other hand, if the capacitance ratios are smaller than the

loss factors, there is no theoretical limit on the number of sections in

which p\ilse shortening can be reahzed since guard interval shortening is

possible. However, the required voltage amplification would then have

to be provided by a pulse transformer.

From the average current relationsof (51), (82) and (83), it isobserved

that current continuity through the successive sections does not depend

upon the values of 5 and X. Fig. 28 illustrates this point. However, since

the peak and (luiescent voltages out of a section must equal the peak

and quiescent voltages into the next section, there are restrictions on the

regions in which two adjacent sections may operate. These restrictions

can be seen by inspecting either Table I or Fig. 25. Fig. 29 indicates all

the possible transfer chains in the following manner: any number of

successive sections up to an entire chain that all operate in either region

I or IV are possible. This is indicated by the arrowhead on the circle

inscribing the Roman numerals I and IV in the figure. Beyond these

possibilities, successive sections must be operating in the regions indi-

cated by the arrows. For example, a section operating in region II must

be followed by one that operates cither in region III or IV.

When these voltage restrictions are applied to a modulator consisting

of an input section and a transfer chain of n sections, the following rela-

tions result:

(9G)

"!',"
a, h~ 'vC

_ii _ Ci f^._ _''i_

~v' Ol hy~ "iV

_v\_ _C\ (K v-i

"r; Oj W ~v:

_">_ Si ^h. _Vk_

~v~
-

I>~ ~\\:

"ri c„ (L_ _*'o_

(97)

(98)

(99)

',„.. ..^.' 4.- J'»^tf^]<Wi ,l> t j ll »ii) »...L .-,.^
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from which follows;

and

'V-

where

and

flln &ln Ol 61" O2 W
_Cl„ <hn_ _Ci di^ _C2 d,_

Cu rflnJ L t'O

Sin (^iniL^oJ

ay 6;

ain bin Oi h' a In &ln

_''in din_ Si di_ _Cln rfln_

(100)

(101)

(102)

(103)

Equation (100), which relates the input and output voltages of the trans-

fer chain, can also be used to determine the voltages on any capacitor if

the conditions on any one capacitor are known. This is readily accom-

plished by letting n equal the number of sections that separate the two

capacitors in question. The relation of (101) is of particular interest

since the over-all operation is completely defined by the network parame-

ters alone. If either the input or output conditions are given, the other

is determined.

Equation (101) was derived on the basis that energy is stored in the

capacitors during inactive periods and that the thyractors do not ex-

perience secondary saturations. Experimental evidence has verified that

a modulator whose capacitors are initially discharged can build up to

these stable conditions. But this cannot easily be predicted, hence em-

pirical methods must he used to ascertain that reasonable guard inter-

vals exist during this initial build-up period.

Obviously, the special case that was originally discussed by Melville

and was treated in Part II in which all quiescent voltages are zero will

operate stably. As can readily be seen from Fig. 24, this requires that the

capacitance i-atio of each section be equal to the section loss factor.

However, since such conditions do not facilitate pulse shortening when
bias-free operation is desired, smaller capacitance ratios with the result-

ing quiescent voltages should be employed.

Since a number of transformers with any reasonable turns ratio can
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be used, the voltage level in any portion of the modulator is not rigidly

fixed by the input and output requirements. In choosing these levels,

paramount consideration should be given to the operational require-

ments imposed upon the active switching device, such as the peak

inverse voltage, peak current, duty cycle, etc., so that long life may be

reahzed. Since the size of the capacitors is primarily determined by the

energy per pulse and the size of the thyractors by this, the over-all pulse

shortening and the number of transfer sections, the voltage level affects

these elements very little unless it is increased to a point where the

end margins must be larger than those required for purely mechani-

cal reasons. This may become important when the required output

pulse is greater than 10,000 volts. It should be noted that although a

larger number of sections may radically reduce the total amount of core

material, and hence the losses, the size of the modulator will increase

considerably since additional capacitors are required. These factors make

any general theoretical attempt to ascertain the optimum design of little

value. Present design experience on high-po\yer modulators has indicated

that usually no more than three or four transfer sections are required.

COMPOSITE ANALYSIS OF THE HOMOGENEOUS GEOMETRIC CASE

A homogeneous geometric modulator, that is a modulator composed

of sections that have identical loss factors and capacitance ratios, can be

analyzed with much less difficulty than a completely general modulator

wherein each section is different and distinct. Such an analysis may be

useful as a first approximation to the response of any geometric modu-

lator provided that the loss factor of the homogeneous modulator is

judiciously chosen. Furthermore, it will indicate the best performance

attainable when the lo.ss factor is made unity, and the methods outlined

will serve as a guide for analyzing any modulator.

Consider a homogeneous geometric modulator composed of an input

section and n transfer sections. For such a modulator^

5 , ^ 5i = §2 = ... s,, = 5 (104)

and

X, = X, = -- X, - X (105)

Since all transfer sections will now have the same network constants.

^ The value of any capacitor and the sum of all the capacitance in the chain

can be explicitly written in terms of either the input or output capacitor by em-
ploying the well-known relations derived for a geometric progression.

.-.-i tk,IUl_<=-,V,: .*-. . -i.-
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abed, (102) can be written in the following form:

ain foln

Cl„ rfl,,

a b

c d
(106)

From equations (90) through (93) inclusive, it may be demonstrated

that for this particular modulator

:

ain =
(1 +X)(X" - 1) X"-' - 1

bi,, =

Cln

din =

(1 + 5)(X"+' - X") X" - X"-'

X" - 1 _ (1 + X)(X" - 1)

X" - X"-^ (1 4- 5)(X"+i - X")

(1 + X)(X" - 1) X" - 1

(1 + 5)(X"+^ - X") X"+i - X'^

x-^^ - 1 (1 + x)(x" _ 1)

Xn+l.- \n (1 ^ 5)(X''+1 - X-*)

(107)

(108)

(109)

(110)

It is interesting to note that the determinant of the square matrix com-

posed of the above elements equals 1/X". In addition note that if X is

made equal to 5, cj„ and din become zero and unity respectively. This

means from equation (100) that the quiescent voltages on all capacitors

are identical and mil all be made zero if capacitor Co is completely dis-

charged by the output and damping sections. This substantiates what

has previously been deduced in the general discussion of the composite

input section and transfer chain arrangement.

The final matrix multiplication indicated in equation (103) can be

performed with the aid of (61) through (64) yielding:

(1 - 5)(X''^^ - 1)
(HI)

(112)

(113)

(114)

The determinant of the square matrix composed of the above elements

is -Co/T.
From (101) and the preceding results the efficiency, t], of the energy

"'"
1 + 5 ' (1 + 6)(X"+i -X'^)

^'-^ "
1 + 6

(1 - 5)(X'' - 1)

(1 + 2)(X''+' ~X")

C-n = C,/T

rf.„ = -Co/T
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transfer from the dc source to the output capacitor is

2
V =

^ (1 + 5)(X"+^ -n[i + fj

(X--l)[l + 5^J-(X"-l)[a+fJ
(115)

For the special case previously discussed in which all quiescent voltages

were zero, that is, the case which results when cq equals zero and X equals

5, the efficiency becomes

^ = ^S\B-^ 1) (116)

Past IV— Conclusions

The analyses of the ac- and dc-charged modulators in the two pre-

ceding parts, although approximate to some degree, do provide a reason-

able understanding of observed performance. This work has indicated

the manner in which automatic core resetting in both devices can be

achieved in all thyractors but the first of the ac-charged arrangement.

All the regions of operation of a section of the transfer chain have been

explored and have yielded the possibility of obtaining voltage amplifica-

tion. However, such operation limits the pulse shortening that can be

attained in the modulator; consequently, a transformer is still employed

to provide the necessary voltage step-up.

Three practical imiovations, in addition to the automatic core re-

setting, have been suggested. First, in order to provide short duration

pulses without undue complication of the pulse transformer, the output

thyractor section has been placed on the load side of this transformer.

Second, a damping thyractor is employed such that the residual energy

stored in the modulator after the generation of the main RF pulse can be

safely dissipated without causing RF after pulsing. Both of these inno-

vations can also be applied to other pulse modulators. And last, a dc-

charged arrangement that provides still another means of automatic

core resetting is presented in which the thyratron that may be required

can be operated with its cathode at ground potential.

Several experimental ac- and dc-charged magnetic modulators that

embody the automatic resetting feature without pulse amplification in

the transfer chain have been developed. Fig. 30 illustrates an ac-charged

modulator that provides an output pulse length of less than 0.1 micro-

second. This very short pulse length has been achieved by placing the

output thyractor, which has a i^i mil molybdenum permalloy tape core,

on the load side of the pulse transformer. The damping thyractor prin-

.»

.
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Fig. 30 — Experimental ac-charged magnetic modulator for a pulse duration
of less than 0.1 microsecond.

ciple has been successfully employed in line type modulators as well

as in these magnetic modulators. However, the grounded thyratron

arrangement possible in the dc-charged case has not yet been incor-

porated in any design.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

Quantity*

a Section, chain or modulator constant

A Area

b Section, chain or modulator constant

B Flux density

c Section, chain or modulator constant

C Capacitance

d Section, chain or modulator constant

G Guard interval

i Instantaneous current
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i Average current

I Peak or constant current

L Inductance

n Number of sections in the transfer chain

N Number of turns of wire

R Resistance

t Time
T Pulse repetition period

V Instantaneous voltage

V Peak or constant voltage

V Normalized peak or constant voltage

w Energy

X Thyractor reference designation

a Reciprocal of time constant

fi Constant, V^^ + «'

8 Loss factor

V Efficiency

X Capacitance ratio

V Quiescent voltage

V Normalized quiescent voltage

T Time interval

<t>
Magnetic flux

01 Angular frequency

All quantities are in rationalized MKS units.

.^A- r<n i<—M.— .^v > _i
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CORRECTION

A. XJhlir, Jr., author of the paper The Potentials of Infinite Systems of

Sources and Numerical Problems in Semiconductor Engineering, which a,p-

peared in the January, 1955, issue of the B.S.T.J., pages 105 to 128, has

brought the following corrections to the attention of the editors.

In the last text sentence on page 107, for Q read P.

On page 124, e([uation (37) contains the term

.-, , sinh xX/fc- 2 In —rj^

This term should be

_ 1 sinh t\/Ic


